
L A W Y E R S  

SYDNEY I MELBOURNE ( BRISBANE 

Our ref NLW:JAL084111 

19 June 2009 

Ms Monica Bourke 
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 

Dear Ms Bourke 

I Exclusive Deallng Notification by Marine Power International Pty Limited dated 23 
, March 2009 

We refer to your email dated 19 May 2009 and thank you for providing us with a copy of 
the submission dated 11 May 2009 that the ACCC received from Honda Australia 
Motorcycle & Power Equipment Pty Limited (Honda) in relation to our client's exclusive 
dealing notification. 

Our client contends that the relevant markets are competitive and that the notified 
conduct will promote further promote and benefit consumers. 

We note that much of the information set out in the Honda submission has been 
excluded from the version that has been supplied to us pursuant to a restriction of 
publication claim by Honda. We request that the ACCC either disclose that information 
to our client to enable it to respond or disregard that information when deciding our 
client's notification. 

Pending that further information, we are instructed to respond to Honda's submission: 

I .  Engine manufacturers and distributors 
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Our client contends that: 
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the wholesale industry is highly competitive; 

competition is likely to increase; 
. ~~ 

there is no-basis for the ACCC to~%iin the'viewthaf theproposed exclusivity 
condition is likely to lessen such competition. 

Wholesale market currently competitive 

Our client believes that the small contraction in unit sales among OEDA distributors is 
due to: 

1. adverse economic conditions as noted in the Honda submission; 

2. increased supply by non-OEDA suppliers such as Parsun Outboards. These 
suppliers tend to be based in China and distribute their engines through non- 
OEDA dealers and via the internet. A list of Parsun outboard dealers in 
Australia (as published on Parsun's website) is enclosed. 

Despite the small reduction in unit sales of outboard engines, there has been no 
rationalisation of suppliers. 

Our client submits that competition in the wholesale market has increased as a result of 
the competitive pressures being exerted by the recent global financial crises and 
reduction in consumer demand and increased supply by non-OEDA suppliers. These 
pressures are being evidenced by: 

suppliers sacrificing profit margins to protect market share by absorbing part or 
all of cost increases due to rising manufacturing costs and the recent 
depreciation of the Australian dollar' 
some suppliers offering cashback promotions (see attached promotion from 
BRP for its Evinrude outboard range and Suzuki). 

Effect of notifed conduct 

Our client submits that the Honda submission presents no proper basis upon which it 
could be argued that the proposed exclusivity condition could lead to any lessening of 
competition in the wholesale markets. 

2. Boat manufacturers 

' [RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION OF PART CLAIMED] 
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I Our client submits that the Honda submission does not provide any basis upon which it 

I could be argued that the proposed exclusivity condition could have any effect upon boat 
--- mmofaCtureiS, - . ~ . . ~~ ~ ~ ~- ~ 

I Our client notes that: 

the notified conduct does not affect our client's supply agreements with boat 
builders; 
boats are supplied to dealers with and without outboard engines; 
as Honda acknowledges, outboard engines are generally substitutable. 

I 

i 
Accordingly, our client does not propose to. respond to Honda's submissions in relation 
to boat manufacturers. 

I 
I 3. Dealers 

Our client agrees that there has been a small reduction in dealer numbers. However, 
our client disputes that there is any basis for Honda to contend that this has lead to any 
significant rationalisation in the retail market. 

Our client notes that dealers of OEDA supplied products are facing increased 
competition from resellers of non-OEDA supplied products and intemet sales. 

Our client also disputes that there are significant barriers to entering the retail market. 
Our client notes that dealers range from very small one person workshops to very large 
operations with showrooms and boat yards. Start up costs for the former are relatively 
modest. Furthermore, a growing area of retail sales which take place via third party 
auction and other intemet sites. Again, the start up costs for those retail operations are 
relatively modest. 

Our client disputes that the exclusivity condition will have any effect on dealer's ability to 
service boats and engines. The proposed condition does not restrict a dealer from 
servicing other brands of outboards nor does it prevent any dealer from purchasing the 
genuine parts and accessories required to service those engines. 

Furthermore, as noted in the notification, it is only proposed to offer premium 
dealerships in competitive retail markets where there will be other dealerships available 
to service non-Mercury engines. 

4. Effect on the structure of the industry 
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1 Our client rejects Honda's assertion that the notified conduct would cause substantial 
i 
I 

change to the structure of the industry and that certain dealers will move from supplying 
- a v a f i e t y o f  outboardengine~to ~mrisumei%M only supplying one type of engine to 

I consumers. 
j 

1 The majority of outboanl dealers in Australia are single brand dealerships 
j 

At present, the majority of outboard engine dealers sell only one brand of outboard 
engines. Our clients research2 indicates that the following proportion of outboard 
engine dealerships sell only one brand: 

i [RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION OF PART CLAIMED] 

Our client expects that most, if not all, premium Mercury dealers will already be 
single brand dealers. 

Accordingly, our client rejects the arguments by Honda that the notified conduct 
will in practice lead to any significant reduction of intra brand competition at 
dealerships, limitation of choice or restricted resupply substitution. 

1 6. Effect of the notifled conduct on proposed premium dealers 

Our client contends that the notified conduct will in practice have minimal effect on 
proposed premium dealers selling non-Mercury products. 

As set out in our client's notification, the notified conduct will be subject to the following 
exemptions: 

where the dealer has previously sold non Mercury outboards, those 
outboards are to be recorded in the schedule to the premium dealer 
agreement and the dealer will be free to continue to sell those products; . the dealer will be able to request permission from our client to sell non 
Mercury outboards and our client cannot unreasonably withhold consent 
where the volume of such sales does not exceed 5% of the dealer's 
target for Mercury outboard sales. 

Honda contends that the premium dealer's quarterly sales targets will mean that 
premium dealers will 'have an incentive to push sales of Mercury products and 

Research involved our dient cross referencing the respedive dealer lists that are diiplayed on the 
websites for each OEDA suppfier in late March 2009. 

478793-1. DOC 
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ac~ordingly, the fact that dealers may continue to supply competing products is 
inconsequential.' 
~. . . .. ~~~ 

~~~ ~~ . . . . ~ .  ~~ 
~~ ~ ~ . . 

Our client does not agree. 

Furthermore, our client notes that Honda's complaint is in substance that the reason that 
dealers will be seeking to 'push' Mercury products is their wish to comply with sales 
targets in the proposed premium dealer agreement, rather than any restriction on their 
ability to sell non-Mercury outboards. Honda assert that even where able to sell 
competitor outboards, the dealer is likely to choose to sell Mercury outboards. If those 
contentions are correct, the notifled conduct will have no effect on outboard sales. 

6. Premium dealers will only be appointed in populated regions where there 
is strong retail competition 

Our client reiterates that it only intends to appoint premlum dealers in major population 
centres. 

Our client's commercial objective for the premium dealer agreement is to encourage 
specialized Mercury dealers to invest in promoting and supporting sales of Mercury 
branded outboard engines. The proposed agreement will pmvide for quarterly sales 
targets and give our client a right to terminate if those targets have not been met for two 
consecutive quarters. 

R is submitted that our client's commercial objectives will not be met in smaller retail 
trading regions where there is limited ability for the dealer to grow sales. 

Furthermore, our client considers that the proposed premium dealer agreement would 
not be commercially attractive to dealers trading in smaller retail trading areas. Those 
dealers have less competition and scope for increasing sales. Our client believes that 
the premium dealer agreement would offer these dealers minimal benefit over the 
standard dealer agreement. Accordingly, our client sees no reason why the dealer 
would accept the proposed restriction and sales targets to become a premium dealer. 

As noted above, our client expects that virtually all of the proposed premium dealers will 
already be exclusively selling Mercury outboards in competitive retail markets. 

7 Term of the proposed premium dealer agreement 

While Honda correctly identifies the term of the proposed premium dealer agreement as 
3 years, it overlooks the fact that either party may terminate the agreement without 
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reason on 180 days written notice. Accordingly, our client rejects any suggestion that 
the dealer will be locked in for 3 years. 

~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~- . . . . . . . .. . . .. ~. 

Our client also rejects the assertion by Honda that our client will pressure dealers into 
becoming premium dealers as unfounded. 

As noted above, the wholesale market is very competitive. Our client considers that 
Honda's suggestion that our client would not continue supply to a major dealer unless It 
signed a premium dealer agreement is commercially unrealistic. 

8. Lack of transparency of engine price in b i t  and motor packages 

Our client does not accept Honda's submissions that there is low transparency of pricing 
for engines sold with boat, engine and trailer packages. In any event, our client fails to 
understand how the notified conduct will have any detrimental effect on transparency. 

Our client disputes that dealers' main source of revenue is to sell bundled boat, engine 
and trailer packages. 

In the case of our client's dealers, our client understands that: 

[RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION OF PART CLAIMED] 

In our client's view, Honda fails to provide a proper factual basis for 'its assertion that 
there is low transparency of costs of the bundled boat, engine and trailer components. 
Furthermore, in our client's view, the Honda submission does not suggest any basis 
upon which it could be argued that the proposed conduct will have any detrimental effect 
on price transparency. The Honda submission appears to suggest that the notified 
conduct will have no effect as, irrespective of the proposed restriction on selling new 
Mercury outboards, the consumer will not generally be provided with information about 
the competing outboard engines. 

Our client notes that for the majority of sales, where the engine is supplied to repower 
an existing boat, the engine price will certainly be transparent. 

9. Substitutablllty between outboard engines and inboard engines 

Our client disputes that outboard engines do not generally compete directly with inboard 
engines.. Our client also notes that, contrary to the suggestion in the Honda submission, 
many boats with inboard engines are also trailer boats. 

Page 6 
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For the above reasons. our client rejects the arguments in the Honda submission as 
unfounded. 

. - 

I 

Please do not hesitate to contact the writer if you require any further information or 
I 
I clarification of our client's position. 

Yours faithfully 
TressCox 

John Lancefield 
Emall: john-lancefield@tresscox.corn.au 
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i Sydney South 

Island lnflatables Manufacture 

Parsun Outboards East Coast Distributor. 
51800 Old lllawarra rd 

Menai NSW 2234 

Australia. 

(02) 9532-0002 
Cheap freight prices to all of Australia 

Sydney North 

' stern 
Australia's #I Specialist in Inflatable Boat Davit systems. 

Panun Outboard 's I Island lnflatables 

3519 Powells road 

Brookvale 2100 

Tel:(O2) 9905 5800 

Fax:(02) 9905 5833 

NSW Mid-Coast Dealer. 
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AOVANCED. MARINE REPAfiRS 

-wstcmeuCa(rw4. -  

West Gosford NSW 

Tel: (02) 43251 01 1 

I 
i 
i 
1 
I 

Tel:(O2) 66431 703 
I 

I 
I 

! 
I 
! 

Parsun Outboard 's 

94 Beveridge rd, Thornlands, QLD 4164. 

PO Box 3160 Victoria point West 4165 
. . 

Tel: (07) 3207 

Fax: (07) 3207 

' W b :  WWW.bTICOUtbOBrdS:COm.BU 

-- 
. .  . , . THE INFLATABLE BOAT CENTRE. 
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. . 
. .  , ' , . .  . 

EST and LONGEST Established infiatable ba 
Specialists!!! 

Island lnflatables . . 

~~~ - . .. . . . . -- ~~ .... ~ ~ 

ific Highway Springwood;QLD 4127 I 
Tel: (07) 3209-2977 

. . 
Fax: (07)3808-5001 

. . , . . 'web: w.iboat.mm.aq 

. , 

. Slades Paradise .Point Marine 1 . . 
.., , Parsun Outboard 's 

I 
16 Paradise Parade 

. . 

Paradise Point QLD 4216 . . 
I 

! 
... ,. 

i 

Parsun Outboard 's I Island lnflatables . .. 

59 Mellor Street, GympieQ4570 . . . ' 

. . 

Tel: (07) 5482 8900 
Fax: (07) 5482 2650 

Email: $ ~ ! ~ , ~ o . u t ~ ~ w . & n ~ e 2 . w  . . .  
Web: w,o@doqpowenarine.com.au 

~ .. . . .  

I 
i . - 
I 

River end of Targo Street 

Bundaberg QLD 4670 
. ~ 

Tel: (07) 4152 9633 

Fax:(07) 4152 0816 
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... . -~-p ... -~ 

arine Se'wices 
, , arct's I Island lnflatables 

! 

I 
I 

el: (07) 4939 7144 

! Fax:(07) 4939 71 66 

Parsun outb~rd's I Island Inflatable Boats 

Unit 2-3 1 1 Patch Street 
I 
I arina QLD 4737 
; 

! , , Tel: (07) 4943 2274 

Victoria. 
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Parsun Outboards 

Factory 112 Triholme Ave, 

Laverton, VIC, 3028 

i Tel: (03) 936901 22 

Mob: 0419644151 
. . . Fax: (03) 93690122 

I . w g ~ f i m m a  
! 

. . 
' Golden Square Marine 
Parsun outboard's 1 Island Inflatable Boats 

221 Woodward rd 

Golden Sauare. Victoria 3555 

. , , .  . . , Tel: (03');54432818 
. ~ a i :  (03) 5441 5954 

I 
I Bairnsdale Outboard & Auto Services 

. . . . 
' - Parsun outboard's I Island Inflatable Boats 

25 Lawless st 

. '~aksdale,  Victoria 3875 
. . 

Tel: (0315152 6077 

~. Fax: (03) 5153.0633 

, . 
, .  . South Australia 
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. . 

~~ . , .. . 
j 

www.fitchtherubberman.oom.au 

- -. 

I Tasmania 

I 

I 
i 
I 1 Devonport Tasmania 7310 ' . 

j 
i Tel: (03) 6424 121 2 , , 

, . Island lnflatables Dealership 

119 Main-' 

NewTown Tasmania 7 

Tel: (03) 6214 9999 

. ~ax:(03)6228 2353 

www.mavnesman'ne.arm.eu 

. . utboards Western Australia Distributor.' 

DSBC 
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. . 5/24. Mews Road 
Fremantle, WA, 6160 

Australia 

PH: +61 8 9336 441'8 
. .............. . - -...F. a x7@+&3 336-4429 

To k announced. 

ooking for a New Zealand Distributor to handle the complete range of Island 
Inflatable Boats. All inquiries arewelrxined. 

I 
FOR DEALERSHIP INQUIRIES PLEASE EMAIL: 

OR CALL 
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John LanaReld 

F m :  Mchda. Wsbb ~ - W e b b ~ m r i n a . m l  
Sent TuHday, 16 June2009439 PM 
To: John L.noaRWd 

. . , . . ..... S u _ ! . S ~ C s r i l e a a . m r d B n ~  . . - . - - . ~ . ~. ~ . . -. . . .~ ~ ~ . - 




